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Abstract: Problems associated with soil-structure interaction have been determined and the 

Impendence Functions evaluated. The aim of this paper is studying horizontal impedance 

function for surface footings by physical model tests. For this purpose, a cubic steel container 

was used as a testing environment for two different conditions, a rigid base, and a 

homogeneous half-space model. The effect of various parameters such as footing shape, 

embedment ratio, inertia, and dynamic force amplitude was studied in three shapes; 

rectangular, square, and circle footing. The results indicated that the massless impedance 

function theory was confirmed at the Dimensionless Frequency of less than 2.5. Also, in the 

rigid base model, soil response heavily depends on the vibration frequency, developed by 

boundary conditions and side walls, in contrast to the half-space model. The rigid base, 

distribution and reflection of waves in the soil, and dissipation of higher wave energy 

substantially influenced the dynamic response of soil–foundation system. Additionally, the 

embedment ratio significantly affected the impedance functions. 
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1. Introduction 

Dynamic loading on shallow foundations and their responses is an essential subject in the 

soil-structure-interaction analysis. One of the key differences between static and dynamic 

loading conditions is changes in some basic parameters in the soil under time-dependent 

loads. For example, stiffness and shear modulus of soil while applying dynamic loading is 

affected by the type of load, soil type, etc. Repeated loading on structures and their reaction 

on the foundation will cause a dynamic interaction, in particular a kind of initial interaction 

between subsoil and the foundation. Generated waves will propagate in soil-foundation 

interface, and affect soil particles. The energy of these waves in the soil medium depends on 

the soil type, unit weight, layout, loading type, frequency, etc. 

Despite studies on effects of dynamic loading on soil, there is a general lack of proper 

understanding of the actual behavior complexity of soil, three-dimensional nature of wave 

propagation, and changes in soil’s shear modulus [1]. The analysis of the force-displacement 

relation of a surface foundation is necessary for dynamic analysis of the machine’s 

foundation vibrations. Investigation of the Impendence Functions (IFs) is necessary in the 

dynamic analysis of machine foundations, which predicts the dynamic motions of a 

foundation [2].  

In designing machine foundations, it is necessary to control criteria of allowable bearing 

capacity and maximum settlement, since the machine resting on a foundation must work 

continuously and properly. Other goals in designing machine foundations are to limit the 

vibration of foundation while not posing any risk and preventing the resonance phenomenon 

of the soil-foundation system, which requires accurate detection of the resonant frequency of 

the system including foundation, machine, and soil. Developments in seismic testing methods 

and improved electronic recording capabilities have reached a level that allows computation 

and verification of dynamic IFs predictions for shallow foundations [3]. 
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One major issue in dynamic analysis methods of a machine foundation is the prediction of 

the dynamic IFs as a function of the excitation frequency. Using this approach, the dynamic 

response of a foundation, e.g. the final displacement of a foundation under dynamic loadings, 

can be obtained at different frequencies and inertias. 

In recent years, a large and growing body of literature has examined numerical methods to 

predict the response of shallow foundations to harmonic and seismic loadings. These 

numerical models are based on finite element methods, cone model method, mathematical 

methods, and mass-spring-damper system method. In these methods, the dynamic force-

displacement relation is taken according to the soil modeling and surroundings boundary 

conditions by equivalent components of soil parameters on surface foundations [4-29]. 

Meanwhile, studies evaluating the IFs of structures resting on pile foundations 

significantly numerically and experimentally have increased. These studies have been 

conducted to predict the response of the pile-structure exposed to seismic excitations and 

harmonic loadings for a wide range of structures and frequencies [30-42].  

Large-scale experiments are performed for assessing the IFs of surface foundations. The 

main advantage of the large-scale experimental method is the real conditions of the soil 

environment, an in turn precise simulation. Typically, the large-scale testing results are the 

best data for verifying numerical modeling [43-47]. 

Nowadays, multiple numerical models are available based on the Elasto Dynamic theories 

for predicting dynamic responses of foundations. It seems that these numerical models are 

compatible with each other and with both large- and small-scale test results [14, 15, 48-50]. 

However, there are limited studies conducted on small-scale experiments. As the examples 

are Nii [51], Wong and Luco [52] and Momeni et al. [53] who carried out an extensive 

investigation on IFs of a rigid rectangular surface foundation under viscoelastic 

homogeneous half-space conditions. 
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Although few experimental studies have confirmed the compatibility between the 

theoretical and numerical results, these empirical pieces of research are very limited for 

various reasons. Decades of research have shown significant advancements in both 

laboratories and in-situ characterization of geotechnical sites, and in methodologies for 

predicting the dynamic behavior of shallow foundations. Drawing on full-scale experimental 

research, Fry [54] carried out a full-scale test. Due to a lack of adequate geophysical studies 

to characterize the soil conditions, dynamic properties of the site were sparse, and the 

accuracy of data can be questioned in these experiments. Dobry et al. [55], Crouse et al. [56], 

Luco and Wong [57], Gazetas and Stokoe [58], and De Barros and Luco [59] studied the IFs 

on large scale testing. They applied dynamic loading on actual shallow foundations and 

discovered dynamic IFs. Also, Stokoe and Richart [60] had some model tests for considering 

the effect of footing shape and embedment ratio on IFs. 

Some studies have evaluated IFs using physical model tests. A few important studies have 

been performed in this regard on surface foundations by Erden [61], Nii [51], Pak and Guzina 

[1], Cheney et al. [44], Fattah et al. [62] and Momeni et al. [53]. In these studies, a surface 

footing was placed in a container box, and a dynamic load was applied to it. Then, by 

recording system responses and a suitable approach, IFs were calculated. Because of the 

complexity of the analysis process through a pair of horizontal and rotational vibration 

modes, in previous research, a vertical vibration load was applied to the footing. 

In this research, IFs of surface foundation were studied by applying a cyclic horizontal 

load using a physical model. After the calibration tests, the Babolsar sand was used. The 

relative unit weight of the soil model was discovered to be 54.4% through the sand raining 

method. A horizontal harmonic loading (created in a combination of an amplifier, a generator 

and a shaker) with a specific domain and frequency was employed through a generator to 

stimulate the mandatory foundation oscillation. Also, three different footing shapes; 

rectangular, square, and circle were studied. The soil-foundation system responses were 
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recorded using the mechanical impedance measurement technique. Employing appropriate 

motion equations, geometric parameters, and recorded data, dynamic IFs for horizontal 

vibration were calculated, and graphs presented the results against Dimensionless Frequency 

(DF). In this paper, the effects of footing shape, embedment ratio, dynamic loading domain, 

footing inertia, and dynamic moment amplitude have been investigated on the dynamic 

impedance function. 

2. Tests program 

2.1. Soil 

In the present study, uniform sand called "Babolsar" sand was used after cleaning and drying. 

This natural sand was transported to the laboratory from the coastal city of Babolsar in the 

Caspian Sea. This soil, according to the USCS standard, is classified as SP. Babolsar sand 

particle-size distribution curve is displayed in Figure 1. Based on the standard experiments, 

the minimum and maximum dry unit weight of the Babolsar sand is 15.45 (kN/m
3
) and 17.8 

(kN/m
3
), respectively. The soil properties are presented in Table 1. 

{Insert Figure 1} 

{Insert Table 1} 

2.2. Container box and sand raining method 

The experiments were performed in a steel container box creating a physical model with a 

semi-infinite half-space condition. The container had a square base with 1*1*0.8 m
3
 

dimensions. Using the sand raining method, uniform unit weight sand soil was poured into a 

steel container. The relative unit weight of the model was controlled based on the pouring 

height and the sieve opening size [63]. The soil was prepared in layers and resembled the 

condition of soil layers in nature. In this study, air pluviation technique was used, and sand 

was dropped from 70 cm height by a sieve with opening sizes of 6 mm and formed layers 

with a thickness of 5 cm making a soil with relative unit weight of 54.4%. Through 

calibration tests, the relative unit weight of samples was adjusted. The calibration test results 
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are shown in Figure 2. For the calibration test, cylindrical dishes were placed on the soil 

surface, and sand raining was done. 

To prevent wave reflection and potential errors, a 10 cm layer of sawdust (a material with 

high damping) was used as a damper. Table 2 reports the sawdust properties. Erden [61] 

stated that the sawdust can well function as an energy absorbent. Likewise, Rajabnezhad [64] 

compared the performance of plastofoam placed all-around of container walls with that of the 

sawdust and found that the sawdust outperformed plastofoam. The sawdust was placed 

between soil and container. For separation, a wooden frame by a thin plastic layer (0.1 mm) 

was placed all around the container. Rajabnezhad [64] examined different values of the 

plastic layer thickness and the wooden frame pattern. Finally, use of a wooden frame by a 

thin plastic layer presented a proper performance. A 20 cm layer of sawdust was used to 

simulate semi-infinite conditions and was placed in the floor of the container. A concrete slab 

with a thickness of 15 cm was placed at the bottom of the container to emulate the bedrock 

conditions. 

{Insert Figure 2} 

{Insert Table 2} 

2.3. Footing 

Three different footing shapes: square, circle, and rectangle with L/B=2, were used in this 

research (Table 3). The dimensions were chosen such that the footing was protected against 

slipping. The foundation was joined to a steel column with a height of 20 cm, and it was 

connected to the signal generators, as shown in Figure 3. 

{Insert Figure 3} 

{Insert Table 3} 

2.4. Signal generator, shaker, and instruments 

After preparation of the soil-foundation system, the footing and column were placed on the 

center of soil surface.  Next, a loading system consisting of a shaker, metal rod, harmonic 

signal generator, and an amplifier was connected to the model. The shaker received a 
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horizontal harmonic signal generated by the signal generator from the amplifier. The signal 

passed through the metal rod and finally transmitted to the column. The model and the 

loading system are shown in Figure 4.  

The metal rod was used to prevent excessive soil disturbance, and the load was applied to 

the footing in a horizontal direction. This rod was designed and made in a way that the axial 

to lateral stiffness ratio helped transfer as much load as possible in the axial direction [66]. As 

shown in Figure 4, the shaker was placed on top of the container, and the metal rod was 

connected to column in a horizontal direction. 

The frequency range was chosen as 50-450 Hz for dynamic response of various types of 

structures to harmonic loadings of actual machines. It included the frequency limits of large 

foundations, e.g. turbines, large silos, as well as large and relatively rigid footings in power 

plants. The loading duration was 16 seconds consisting of sinusoidal harmonic cycles at a 

specific frequency. Also, 20 Hz steps were used for tests as uniform intervals. The force 

magnitude was recorded by an installed load cell located at the column and the metal rod 

crossing. The rectangular footing was placed in the direction of the longer side under 

horizontal harmonic loading to compare the effects of the shape on the dynamic response. 

Further, the movement in the horizontal direction was captured by an accelerometer installed 

in the horizontal direction (the same force direction). 

{Insert Figure 4} 

3. Physical model properties 

The soil medium was made repeatedly, with the same relative unit weight. Two 

accelerometers were installed into soil 0.4 m apart from each other vertically, to measure the 

pressure velocity of the wave through the soil model. One footing was set on the soil model, 

and body waves were generated using a specific hammer, in vertical direction. Employing the 

data of two sensors, the time delay between the arrival times of the waves was measured. 

Finally, knowing distance and delay time, the pressure wave velocity was calculated. Next, 
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by repeating this procedure, and putting accelerometers 0.4 m apart from each other in the 

horizontal direction, shear wave velocity of the soil medium was measured. These tests were 

repeated several times to minimize potential errors, with pressure and shear wave velocity 

being calculated as 116 m/s and 54 m/s, respectively. The physical properties of Babolsar 

sand, e.g. shear modulus, elastic modulus, and Poisson's ratio can be discovered from shear 

and pressure wave velocities. The specific gravity of the sandy soil was obtained by knowing 

the maximum and minimum of the dry soil unit weight and relative unit weight of the model. 

The mentioned parameters have been determined from the classical theory of elasticity and 

measured shear and pressure wave velocity, VS, and VP. The physical properties of Babolsar 

sand are reported in Table 4. 

{Insert Table 4} 

Gazetas [4] as well as Gazetas and Stokoe [58] suggested equations for computing the 

horizontal static stiffness (kh) of the soil-foundation system. For the case of the rigid base, kh 

was determined from Equation 1; similarly, Equation 2 was used to calculate the horizontal 

static stiffness of a homogeneous half-space model. The estimated horizontal static stiffnesses 

are listed in Table 5. 
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{Insert Table 5} 

4. Basic relations 

The foundation response to the dynamic loading can be obtained by considering a soil-

foundation system. In the case of foundation vibration, displacement proportional to vibration 

will occur in the soil. Some important factors can determine the impedance function in the 

soil-foundation system and be found in three categories: i) soil properties such as stiffness, 
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unit weight, and layer thickness; secondi) foundation parameters such as shape, dimension, 

and hardness. Nevertheless, the most important factor in determining the impedance function 

is the loading frequency. For each harmonic excitation with the frequency of , IFs can be 

represented by a spring and damper model. By assuming a harmonic loading, F(t) = F0 

sin(it), the soil-foundation response is x(t) = x0 sin(it), and the steady-state response of the 

1-dof oscillator to the harmonic loading can be obtained by Equation 3: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )mx t cx t kx t F t    (3) 

By considering x(t) = x0 sin(it), it is concluded that, �̇�(𝑡) = 𝑖𝜔𝑥0 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝑖𝜔𝑡) and �̈�(𝑡) =

−𝜔2𝑥0𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑖𝜔𝑡). Finally: 

2 ( )
( )

( )

F t
k m iC

x t
     

(4) 

Given that for each particular harmonic excitation with the frequency , the dynamic 

impedance is defined as the ratio between the steady-state force (or moment) and the 

resulting displacement (or rotation) at the base of the massless foundation [4], based on 

Equation 4, the definition of a dynamic impedance function for the 1-dof system is: 

2( )K k m iC     (5) 

Two parts of Equation 5 are functions of the vibrational frequency, . The first component 

indicates the stiffness and inertia of the soil model. As soil properties are independent of the 

vibration frequency, its dependence on frequency is associated with the influence the 

frequency has on inertia. The second component represents the radiation and material 

damping of the soil-foundation system. The radiation is a result of energy dissipation by 

waves propagating away from the foundation, which is frequency-dependent. On the other 

hand, soil damping, resulting mainly from the hysteretic cyclic behavior of soil, is practically 

frequency independent [4].  

The system with one degree of freedom, oscillator and massless soil-foundation system, 

Equation 5 can be rewritten as: 
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 0.SK k k ia c   (6) 

Which a0 is defined as a0=Vs. In this study, the results are given in the form of figures 

that include parameters k and c with DF, a0 [4]. 

A dynamic horizontal loading to the soil-foundation medium will appear in a horizontal 

force and rotation on the foundation surface. The two degrees of freedom of motion will 

result in four impedance equations, i.e. horizontal, rotation, rotation combined with 

horizontal, and horizontal combined with rotation. This approach is problematic since only 

two independent responses, i.e. horizontal sliding and rotation, can be measured, while four 

unknown impedances are to be determined. In this research, to solve the problem, the 

following method is used [3]. By assuming that coupled impedances are negligible, the 

horizontal impedance can be calculated using Equation 7: 

s
h

h

F
S

U
  

(7) 

For calculating the Fs, it is necessary to consider changes in the sliding force due to the 

foundation rotation and any structure attached to the foundation. So, it can be computed by 

Equation 8: 

    2 2

0 0 2( ) 1
T

s T b bF F M U M b M U       
(8) 

 

The first part of Equation 8 describes the horizontal force exerted to the column (FT), the 

second part shows the foundation movement, and the third part considers the structural effect 

on the foundation. When calculating this effect, the structure is separated to individual points, 

each with mass properties. This separation is done as the column and frame may not be 

considered rigid. Each point is employed as a point that will move a unique magnitude and 

impart a force on the foundation. Regarding the column as rigid, the third part of Equation 8 

can be assumed zero. Therefore: 

2

0 0 2( )s T b bF F M U M b     (9) 

So, horizontal impedance can be obtained by Equation 10: 
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(10) 

On the other hand, Equation 11 and Equation 12 are used to calculate Uh and Фb: 

22h b bU U b    (11) 

1 2

2
b

V V

B



  

(12) 

In this paper, the contact between the column to footing was considered rigid and attached 

through bolts together. Thus, Equation 10 was used to calculate the horizontal IFs.  

Finally, the principal stages of the calculated impedance function are as follows: 

i) Logging data obtained from load cell and accelerometers, 

ii) Subtracting the average value of each series from its associated data, 

iii) Converting data to physically significant values through calibration coefficients of 

sensors, 

iv) Filtering acceleration data and integrating them to obtain velocity, 

v) Filtering velocity data and integrating them to obtain displacement, 

vi) Calculation of Fourier series of data and converting time domain data into the 

frequency domain, 

vii) Calculating the impedance functions by relevant equations (Equations 10-12). 

Accordingly, by knowing the vibration frequency of each series of data, the Band-Pass 

Filter (BPF) technique was used. This filter permits frequencies inside a specified range to 

pass while the frequencies outside the range are mitigated. 

5. Experimental results 

The test programs for two different conditions, rigid base and half-spaced model, are 

presented in Table 6. The test program was designed such that minimum disturbance 

occurred in the soil-foundation system. In these experiments, influential parameters including 

footing shape, embedment ratio, footing inertia, dynamic loading domain, and dynamic 
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moment amplitude were chosen to examine their influence on IFs. Also, it should be noted 

that some other specifics, e.g., soil saturation degree, density or construction disturbance 

effect, can significantly affect the horizontal impedance functions [67]. So, the parameters 

mentioned above and similar ones should be considered in determining the IFs of the soil-

foundation systems. 

{Insert Table 6} 

5.1. Effect of embedment ratio 

Rigid base condition: In square footing, the dynamic stiffness coefficient of the square 

footing grows with the increase in the embedment ratio at a0 ≤ 2.5 (Figure 5-a). The dynamic 

stiffness at the embedment ratios 0 and 0.5 showed a similar trend, especially from a lower 

frequency range to moderate frequency range a0 ≤ 2.5. Meanwhile, at the ratio D/h =1, the 

dynamic stiffness fluctuations were observed at a lower frequency, a0 = 2. This fluctuation at 

D/h=1 may be due to the effects of the sharp edges of square footing affecting the wave 

propagation into the soil. Further, upon elevation of the buried ratio, the distance between the 

bed of the square foundation and the rigid bed decreases (60 cm to 50 cm). Distance 

reduction can cause higher level reflection, which has a significant effect on the results. Also, 

in the square footing, dynamic damping coefficients grow with the rise in the embedment 

ratio up to one at the lower frequency range a0 ≤ 2.5 (Figure 5-b). At less than a0 ≤ 2.5, the 

dynamic damping of the square footing at all three embedment ratios shows the same 

changes. 

In circular foundation, upon D/h elevation, the dynamic damping at a0 ≤ 1.7 is almost 

unchanged while at 1.7 ≤ a0 ≤ 2.5 it increases (Figure 5-c). On the other hand, the dynamic 

damping of the circular footing showed a similar trend, where the embedment ratio of 1 

resulted in higher value than 0 and 0.5 across the entire frequency range a0 ≤ 2.5 (Figure 5-d). 

Also, by comparing the results of the circular and square footing, it is noticed that the results 

are more regular in the circular footing compared to the square ones. These results confirmed 

the general rule that a higher embedment ratio could increase the IFs. 
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In the rigid base model for circular footing, IFs fluctuation was observed at the range a0 ≤ 

2.5 according to the previously reported results (Figure 6). For DF less than 2, elevation of 

H/R ratio in the rigid base model leads to higher stiffness coefficient and minor fluctuation. 

So, at higher H/R values, stiffness and damping coefficients progress to the half-space model 

behavior. Hence, by increasing the H/R, the rigid base effect on dynamic stiffness is reduced. 

Lesser H/R in Gazetas [4] models in front of this study indicates that by increasing H/R, the 

model response leads to a half-space model and the fluctuation decreased in the model. 

{Insert Figure 5} 

{Insert Figure 6} 

Half-space condition: For the square footing, according to Figure 7-a, the increase in the 

embedment ratio improved the dynamic stiffness remarkably at a0 ≤ 2.5. However, for D/h= 

0.5, a little perturbation of the system response was observed within the frequency range of 2 

≤ a0 ≤ 2.5. Comparable to the stiffness, similar patterns have been determined for damping 

(Figure 7-b). So, higher embedment ratio leads to dynamic impedance towards a more 

considerable value in the half-space model, especially from lower DF to moderate range a0 ≤ 

2.5. Figure 8 displays that the findings have a great consistency to other studies, including 

Mita and Luco [6], Bu and Lin [9], and Celebi et al. [14]. 

Further review showed that dynamic stiffness has higher values in the rigid base model 

compared to the half-space model at DF ranges from 0.7 to 1.7. As for damping, the half-

space model has mostly had larger values compared to the rigid base. Also, it is clear that 

both the real and imaginary parts of stiffness were greatly affected by the rigid base due 

resonance phenomenon in the soil-foundation system. 

{Insert Figure 7} 

{Insert Figure 8} 

5.2. Effect of footing shape 

Rigid base condition: Figure 9 indicates that the dynamic stiffness of the circular and 

rectangular footings is virtually the same at the lower frequency values a0 ≤ 1.7. At upper 
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ranges, 1.7 ≤ a0 ≤ 2.5, circular and rectangular foundations show similar trends. Damping of 

circular and square footings follows relatively similar trends at the lower frequency range of 

a0 ≤ 2.5. 

A high fluctuation is also observed in both real and imaginary parts of square foundations 

compared to the circular form. The main reason is the sharp edges of the square footing. The 

sharp edges compared with the smooth shape of the circle, influences the wave propagation 

into the soil medium. Further, wave reflection from the bedrock has a similar pattern. So, it 

represents a higher level of disturbance compared to the smoothly shaped footings.  

The wave transmission involves more in deeper layers, which is dependent on the bedrock 

position, but it is dissipated more in upper than lower layers. Accordingly, the consequence is 

crucial to the soil-foundation system's damping compared to stiffness. In the same vein, two 

resonances are observed in the square and circle footing, unlike the rectangular foundation. 

This indicates that by increasing the L/B, the soil-foundation response becomes more 

balanced. 

{Insert Figure 9} 

5.3. Effect of footing inertia 

To study the effect of the footing inertia, four equal weights were embedded into two 

opposite sides of the footing increasing the footing mass. 

Rigid base condition: Elevation of the footing mass has had a minor effect on the dynamic 

stiffness and damping of soil-foundation system in all three footing shapes; square, circular 

and rectangular at lower frequency range of a0 ≤ 2.5 (Figure 10). 

Half-space condition: In the half-space model, the mass increase has not have any 

influence on IFs at a0 ≤ 2.5 (Figure 11). The results indicated that massless foundation 

theory, corresponding to dynamic stiffness and damping, is approved for DF lower than 2.5. 

{Insert Figure 10} 

{Insert Figure 11} 
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5.4. Effect of force amplitude 

Rigid base condition: The increase in the dynamic load on the three foundations have not 

specific effect on the system stiffness at the frequency range of a0 ≤ 2.5 (Figure 12). For the 

square footing, the stiffness decreased low by raising the force, which it can be described by 

the sharping and critical edge on the square footing which deviates the wave propagations 

into the soil medium. Furthermore, it is seen that the rectangular foundation has a more 

balanced behavior than its square counterpart (Figure 12-a&e). The observed fluctuation may 

be explained by the footing sharp edges which deviates the wave propagations into the soil 

environment. As for the circular foundation, according to Figure 12-c&d, the force amplitude 

has a negligible effect on dynamic stiffness and damping at lower DF range of a0 ≤ 2.5. By 

comparing the square and circular footing results in Figure 12, it is observed that the footing 

of circular shape has a smoother response, as compared to the two other footing shapes. This 

view is supported in damping variations by doubling the amplitude force. Elevation of the 

dynamic load amplitude, while considering the constancy of other parameters, creates waves 

with higher energy levels under the same frequencies in the soil medium. As the waves 

reflect, more soil particles accelerate, and the dynamic damping diminishes (Figure 12-

b&d&f). 

{Insert Figure 12} 

Half-space condition: The elevation of the dynamic load on the half-space model has not had 

any influence on dynamic stiffness and damping at a0 ≤ 2.5 (Figure 13). Comparing Figure 

12-a&b, and Figure 13, it is evident that upon elevation of the dynamic force, reflection of 

waves with higher energy level is visible, while in the half-space model using the sawdust in 

the model bottom, the load increase has had no effects on the results. 

{Insert Figure 13} 

5.5. Effect of dynamic moment amplitude 
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Half-space condition: As the horizontal loading arm increased from 15 cm to 19 cm, so did 

the moment on the square footing. Figure 14-a&b show that elevation of the loading arm has 

had a negligible effect on dynamic stiffness at a0 ≤ 2.5. Also, it has a minor impact on the 

dynamic damping at 1.6 ≤ a0 ≤ 2.5. Concerning Figure 14-c&d, it is noted that upon elevation 

of D/h to 1, moment increasing had no effects on the dynamic stiffness. This suggests that by 

raising the embedment ratio, the soil-foundation system has no influence and is balanced 

against the moment variations. 

{Insert Figure 14} 

 

6. Conclusions 

The main goal of the current study was to determine the dynamic response of surface footings 

by physical scale modeling. For this purpose, a systematic experimental investigation was 

conducted to obtain the Impedance Functions under horizontal harmonic loading conditions 

in sandy soils. Tests were performed in two different situations, a rigid base and a half-space 

model. The relative unit weight of the developed models was 54.4 %, the void ratio was 0.64, 

and the shear wave velocity was 54 m/s. In the rigid base model, some parameters including 

foundation shape, inertia, and embedment ratio were analyzed by importing the dynamic 

force domain. These tests were performed in DF limits of 0.3 to 2.5 and for three footing 

shapes: square, circular, and rectangular. Furthermore, in the semi-infinite half-space model, 

for a square footing, at 0.3 ≤ a0 ≤ 2.5, the effects of footing inertia, embedment ratio, force 

amplitude and dynamic moment amplitude were studied. The results from both cases were 

compared with literature data. The following conclusions can be drawn from the present 

study: 

1. In the rigid base model, due to propagation and reflection of waves inside the soil, 

complex and unpredictable behaviors were observed. In this case, generally, upon elevation 

of the embedment ratio, dynamic stiffness and damping increased. For the rectangular 
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footing, compared to other foundations, greater dynamic stiffness was observed. Further, the 

increasing inertia had a small effect on the real and imaginary parts of IFs. Similarly, more 

force exertion had a minimal impact on the dynamic stiffness of square and rectangular 

footings. It was also observed that the circular footing had a smoother response, as compared 

to square and rectangular foundations. 

2. In the homogeneous half-space model by square footing, the results revealed that the 

increase in the embedment ratio considerably increased the stiffness. Note that elevation of 

the dynamic force and inertia at the range of a0 ≤ 2.5 had no influence on IFs. On the other 

hand, as the buried ratio increased, the moment effect on IFs diminished. 

 

Nomenclature 

a0   Dimensionless frequency      
B  Footing critical dimension 
b2  Distance from the instrumentation to the gravity center of the foundation 
c  Damping coefficient of system (dimensionless) 
C  Damping of system 

D  Embedment depth of footing 
Dr  Relative unit weight  
eave  Average void ratio 
emax  Maximum void ratio 
emin  Minimum void ratio 
Fs  A function of the applied horizontal force and the inertia of the footing 
FT  Applied horizontal force to the column (or footing) 
F(t)  External dynamic force 

G  Shear modulus 
Gs  Specific gravity 
h  Footing height 
H  Soil layer thickness 
k  Stiffness coefficient of system (dimensionless) 
ks  Static stiffness of system 
K  Impedance function 

kh  Horizontal static stiffness 
L  Footing length 

m  Equivalent weight 

M0  Footing weight 

R  Footing radius (or equivalent radius) 
Sh  Horizontal impedance 
SP  Poorly graded sand 

Ub  Total motion of the instrumentation measuring horizontal motion 
Uh  Maximum horizontal displacement of the footing bottom interface with the soil 
Vp  Pressure wave velocity 
Vs  Shear wave velocity 

𝑥, �̇�, �̈�  Displacement, velocity and acceleration of system 
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[1]  Unit matrix                

[M]  Matrix of point masses             
{U}  Maximum horizontal displacement corresponding to the matrix of point masses 

υ  Poisson's ratio 

b  Maximum rotation of the footing 
  Cyclic excitation frequency 

BPF  Band-Pass Filter 

DF  Dimensionless Frequency 
IFs  Impedance Functions 
USCS  Unified Soil Classification System 
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Table 1. Babolsar sand parameters 

 

 

 

Table 2. Sawdust parameters [65] 

. 

Parameter Unit Value 

Poured density kN/m
3
 3.1 

Consolidated density kN/m
3
 7.04 

Modulus of elasticity Mpa 0.36 ± 0.03
*
 

* In moisture content less than 10% 

eave emax emin Gs 

0.651 0.775 0.547 
2.75

3 
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Table 3. Footings dimensions 

Footing shape 
Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Radius 

(mm) 

Area 

(mm
2
) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Equivalent 

radius (mm) 

Square 94 94 - 8836 50 53.05 

Circular - - 53 8825 50 53 

Rectangular 188 94 - 17672 50 75 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Physical model properties 

Parameter Unit Value 

Dry unit weight kN/m
3
 16.65 

Pressure wave velocity m/s 116 

Shear wave velocity m/s 54 

Elastic modulus MPa 13.2 

Shear modulus MPa 4.8 

Poisson's ratio - 0.36 

 

 

 

Table 5. Model static stiffness 

Model 

condition 
Footing shape 

Embedded 

ratio (D/h) 

Horizontal static 

stiffness (kh) 

(kN/m) 

Rigid base 

condition 
Square 

0 1330 

0.5 1327 

1 1324 
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Circular 

0 1294 

0.5 1291 

1 1288 

Rectangular  0 1874 

Homogeneous 

half-space 
Square 0, 0.5, 1 1259 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. Tests program 

 

Model 

condition 

Test 

number 

Footing 

shape 

Embedment 

ratio (D/h) 

Dynamic horizontal force 

applied to the column (FT) 

(N) 

Footing 

mass (kg) 

Loading 

height (cm) 

R
ig

id
 b

as
e 

 

1 square 0 10 2.4 15 

2 square 0.5 10 2.4 15 

3 square 1 10 2.4 15 

4 circular 0 10 2.6 15 

5 circular 0.5 10 2.6 15 

6 circular 1 10 2.6 15 

7 rectangular 0 10 3.3 15 

8 rectangular 0 10 4.4 15 

9 rectangular 0 20 3.3 15 

10 square 1 10 3.5 15 

11 square 1 20 2.4 15 

12 circular 1 10 3.7 15 

13 circular 1 20 2.6 15 

H
o

m
o

g
en

eo
u

s 
 

H
al

f-
sp

ac
e 

 14 square 0 10 2.4 15 

15 square 0.5 10 2.4 15 

16 square 1 10 2.4 15 

17 square 1 10 3.5 15 

18 square 1 20 3.5 15 
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19 square 0 10 2.4 19 

 
20 square 1 10 2.4 19 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures Caption 

Figure 1. Particle size distribution for Babolsar sand 

Figure 2. Results of sand raining calibration test  

Figure 3. Connection details of column and square footing, a) XZ view, and b) YZ view (mm) 

Figure 4. Physical model overview 

Figure 5. Comparison of the effect of embedded ratio to dynamic stiffness and damping in rigid base model, a) 

Real part of square footing, b) Imaginary part of square footing, c) Real part of circular footing, and d) 

Imaginary part of circular footing 

Figure 6. Comparison of the results of this study in rigid base condition with Gazetas (1983), a) Real part, and b) 

Imaginary part 

Figure 7. Comparison of the effect of embedded ratio to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in 

half-space model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 

Figure 8. Comparison of the results of this study in half-space condition with other researchers (Mita & Luco 

(1989), Bu & Lin (1999) and Celebi et al., (2006a)) 

Figure 9. Comparison of the effect of footing shape to the dynamic stiffness and damping in the rigid base 

model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the effect of footing inertia to dynamic stiffness and damping in the rigid base model, 

a) Real part of square footing, b) Imaginary part of square footing, c) Real part of circular footing, d) Imaginary 

part of circular footing, e) Real part of rectangular footing, and f) Imaginary part of rectangular footing 

Figure 11. Comparison of the effect of footing inertia to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in 

half-space model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 

Figure 12. Comparison of the effect of force magnitude to dynamic stiffness and damping in the rigid base 

model, a) Real part of square footing, b) Imaginary part of square footing, c) Real part of circular footing, d) 

Imaginary part of circular footing, e) Real part of rectangular footing, and f) Imaginary part of rectangular 

footing 

Figure 13. Comparison of the effect of force magnitude to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in 

half-space model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 

Figure 14. Comparison of the effect of loading arm to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in half-

space model, a) Real part at D/h=0, b) Imaginary part at D/h=0, c) Real part at D/h=1, and d) Imaginary part at 

D/h=1 

 

Figure 1. Particle size distribution for Babolsar sand 

 

 

Figure 2. Results of sand raining calibration test  
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3. Connection details of column and square footing, a) XZ view, and b) YZ view (mm) 
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Figure 4. Physical model overview 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the effect of embedded ratio to dynamic stiffness and damping in rigid base model, a) 

Real part of square footing, b) Imaginary part of square footing, c) Real part of circular footing, and d) 

Imaginary part of circular footing 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of the results of this study in rigid base condition with Gazetas [4], a) Real part, and b) 

Imaginary part 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of the effect of embedded ratio to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in 

half-space model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of the results of this study in half-space condition with other researchers (Mita & Luco 

[6], Bu & Lin [9], and Celebi et al. [14]) 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the effect of footing shape to the dynamic stiffness and damping in the rigid base 

model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of the effect of footing inertia to dynamic stiffness and damping in the rigid base model, 

a) Real part of square footing, b) Imaginary part of square footing, c) Real part of circular footing, d) Imaginary 

part of circular footing, e) Real part of rectangular footing, and f) Imaginary part of rectangular footing 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 11. Comparison of the effect of footing inertia to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in 

half-space model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 
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Figure 12. Comparison of the effect of force magnitude to dynamic stiffness and damping in the rigid base 

model, a) Real part of square footing, b) Imaginary part of square footing, c) Real part of circular footing, d) 

Imaginary part of circular footing, e) Real part of rectangular footing, and f) Imaginary part of rectangular 

footing 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the effect of force magnitude to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in 

half-space model, a) Real part, and b) Imaginary part 
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Figure 14. Comparison of the effect of loading arm to dynamic stiffness and damping for square footing in half-

space model, a) Real part at D/h=0, b) Imaginary part at D/h=0, c) Real part at D/h=1, and d) Imaginary part at 

D/h=1 
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